
Caseworkers AGM notes. Tuesday June 5th. 2018 
 
You will see from the figures on the screen myself and the triage team last year served 1014 
people from 41 different countries, with Sudan and Eritrea being the most numerous. 
 
Triage team is managed by myself as the DP case worker. On triage they manage case 
worker's waiting list having first assessed each service user’s needs. They also help with 
retrieving lost payment cards, completing GP registration and prescription certificate 
and filling in other short forms e.g. driving licences. They signpost a lot of refugees to other 
services they can access once they are granted leave to remain but perhaps don't know about. 
The focus on triage is to help those most in need. Therefore, sometimes we must encourage 
people to solve problems for themselves. 
Currently we have four volunteers on the triage team and I would like to thank them for their 
dedication and time they give on Wednesdays which can be busy and a stressful role at times. 
We also have interpreters who volunteer on triage and casework. 
 
As a caseworker, I work Monday to Fridays. I see most of the service users on Wednesdays 
at the DP drop in. I will soon start a Friday clinic as the numbers and the needs have 
increased over the last year. 
 
I am responsible for providing casework support to asylum seekers, destitute asylum seekers 
and refugees with a level of home-based work support of this role. 
 
Asylum seekers -  I provide support for those who are waiting for a home office interview 
and are newly dispersed in Bolton, liaise with their solicitor, apply for ID card, assist with 
reporting at Dallas Court in Manchester. I Assist with GP and issues they may have in their 
home office Serco accommodation. If granted leave to remain in the UK, I assist with the 
moving on procedure to Refugee status. 
 
I make direct referral to counselling sessions, signpost to solicitors and other services they 
may require. Mentoring asylum seekers while they wait for a decision is an important part of 
case work. I also authorise temporary food parcels if the Home Office money has stopped due 
to problems with Home Office computers, lost payment cards etc. 
 
Destitute Asylum seekers - If their asylum case has been refused and they become destitute, 
these service users are my priority! Firstly, I authorise weekly food parcels and any other 
essentials they require. Once evicted from Serco accommodation they usually sofa surf and if 
not, I try and find accommodation via City of Sanctuary Hosting scheme in Bolton, faith 
groups, Night stop or other night provisions in Manchester. It’s not always possible to find 
accommodation and this is one on my biggest challenges! Mentoring is very crucial as this is 
the worst situation a destitute asylum seeker will face and can lead to depression and mental 
health problems. 
Part of my role is to get them out of destitution and provide information on fresh claim and 
finding a new solicitor. This can be a lengthy process while they are destitute and sometime 
service users are unable to get new evidence from their country of origin. This can make 
them vulnerable to being detained when visiting Dallas Court reporting centre. 
 
Once a fresh claim is prepared by a solicitor and my supporting letter is attached, and once 
submitted to Liverpool Home Office, I will then complete the accommodation application 
form. This can take few weeks to a couple of months and not guaranteed to obtain 



accommodation in Bolton, so we sometime lose our service users who get dispersed up and 
down the country. If they are refused again, most them come back to Bolton as this is where 
they know people and the Destitution Project. If they do get accommodation in Bolton, I 
am able to carry on mentoring them and provide them with any other essential help they 
require. I also authorise travel money for them to submit the fresh claim in Liverpool. 
 
Refugees - Our refugee service users are people who have been granted leave to remain after 
an asylum claim has been determined or have arrived as refugees via the Gateway program. I 
usually assist with obtaining their biometric cards if it has not been received, assist with Job 
centre, National Insurance information, housing options. Refugees sometimes fall into 
destitution when asked to leave the Home Office accommodation when they become a 
refugee and I authorise food parcels and other essential items especially to families who are 
put into temporary hostels. I deal with local authorities on their behalf. 
 
Sometimes some refugees have two and half year’s discretionary leave to remain in the UK 
and subsequently must reapply for further leave to remain and often become destitute while 
Home Office reconsider their status. 
 
 
Where necessary I accompany service users to solicitors. I would like to 
thank Minesh from Oakmount Law who has provide free immigration advice at our drop-in 
sessions on many occasions and has helped many of our destitute asylum seekers with 
assisting on a fresh claim. 
 
 I make visits to detention centres, prisons and Police station to attend to our service user’s 
needs. I also accompany them to Home Office in Liverpool, Dallas Court reporting centre in 
Manchester. Additionally, I attend GP’s with them often translating as I am fluent in four 
languages used by our service users. I make home visits with a colleague. I attend meetings 
with other organizations in Bolton and Manchester and attend conferences and regular 
training sessions/workshop and network. I also provide references for service users for job 
applications etc as I have known them a long time. I take many calls from desperate clients. 
 
Most import part of my role is listening to the service users as they are vulnerable, sometimes 
alone and often get flash backs to what they’ve experienced in their country and I help them 
with dealing with being an asylum seeker/refugee in the UK especially if there is a language 
barrier. 
 
We at DP provide a safe, friendly and confidential environment for all our service users. 
Thank you. 
 
Shaheda Mangerah.   
Caseworker. 
 


